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It became the European Car of the Year on its launch in November The 1. It was launched in
November Production at the company's Douai plant would eventually peak at nearly 2, cars a
day. This model was built in Brazil with flexible fuel engines. Production ended in June This
increased rear visibility. Featuring a viscous, multi disc central differential designed by Austrian
specialists Steyr Daimler Puch , it offered part time four wheel drive. The rear suspension was
re engineered and the suspension was strengthened. The new rear suspension now occupied
part of the space that was used for the spare wheel well and led to the spare tyre being placed
on the rear hatch. The RX4 rode higher with increased suspension travel and larger wheels.
While these changes provided better ground clearance, the RX4 was offered with 2. It integrates
LEDs on all trims since With integrated table , a folding front passenger seat on certain trim
levels , automatic headlights and windscreen wipers , 'Child minder' mirror , as well as front and
rear electric windows. Although powered by two wheel drive, the Conquest has a body kit,
raised ride height and features accessories usually reserved for SUVs. This car has different
styling to the normal car. The car, based on the R-Space concept, is slightly larger than its
predecessor, and adds some crossover design elements [13] but, according to Renault, it is still
an MPV. It is powered by six diesel and two petrol engines. For the models with six-speed
manual transmission and Energy dCi diesel engines, [15] it will incorporate an optional hybrid
unit Hybrid Assist. Electronic defects have caused Renault to issue two recalls. The first, in
October , was because of the dashboard could stop functioning, leaving drivers without the
ability to gauge their speed, fuel tank, direction indicators or anything as all instruments were
totally electronic. At first drivers had to replace this part at their own expense, but eventually,
because of media pressure, Renault UK and Ireland said that they would reimburse customers
up to a set limit. The cause of the unexpected instrument panel blankening originated from
some defective soldering which caused the power transistor to overheat and fail. The second, in
August , was because the electric handbrake could sometimes engage on its own while the car
was in motion. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Compact multi-purpose vehicle MPV
manufactured by Renault. Motor vehicle. Archived from the original on 17 January Retrieved 10
January Retrieved 15 July What Car? Haymarket Consumer Media. Retrieved 7 March Retrieved
1 March Renault Live blog. Retrieved 27 September Retrieved 14 December Top Gear Magazine.
Retrieved 12 October Archived from the original on 9 May Retrieved 4 June Retrieved 28 March
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II. Master III. Quadricycle Twizy. NKC : ph I drove it for Except for the time when the spark plug
blew and it started to make a lot of noise and shake. Luckily I could still drive and my dealer
knew the issue it cost me 60 euro. While other dealers along the road told me prices up to euro
when seeing the car! Now the timing belt has a problem, which makes me doubt if I will still
spend the money, because I would prefer a car that is more relaxed to drive on long distances,
like my previous Volkswagen Passat which unfortunately has a very poor automatic gear box,
as do the Volkswagen Golfs of that period. Otherwise, the car is very practical, easy to remove
the seats, you can transport so many things. And many also hidden storage compartments!
Review Date: 24th January, It threw the harmonic balancer off, which threw the timing belt off,
which damaged valves and required a full top end re-build. Gear box is not far away from dying;
clunks badly, and is now starting to slip through the gears. Engine runs always at a hot
temperature, and the gear box also suffers badly under high temperatures. At first you will love
this car. Stylish and spacious interior with plenty of handy gadgets and features. But it is badly
let down with high running and maintenance costs, and an unreliable motor and gearbox that
doesn't suit Australian conditions, particularly our summer months. Review Date: 15th January,
Driver side electrical window failed. Turned out to be a very common problem, so finding used
parts was impossible and new replacement part is very expensive. Trunk handle fell off. Turned
out to be yet another standard problem with this car. The handle is held in place solely by a

small o-ring. Just replace that and push the handle back in. If you've lost the handle, you
probably won't be able to find a used part and will need to replace the entire lock. Very nice car,
with good performance, well designed interior, lots of storage space - and some really annoying
minor design flaws. Service is expensive and repairs generally difficult to do yourself. Finding
used parts is difficult here in Sweden, especially as pretty much all owners will experience
these same issues handle, window, brakes, TDC sensor and require the same spares. Review
Date: 6th April, Car is comfortable to drive and spacious, an attractive appearing family car,
although always with problems, needs repairing. These cars are very temporary. Review Date:
13th January, In one year, we have had problems with ignition spools on three cylinders, not
covered by warranty and expensive to replace. Review Date: 18th June, The cabin does not
warm up for a long time in cold weather, longer than any other car I have owned. When idling
the engine vibrates erratically and the rev counter dips. It only does this now and again and no
garage or diagnostic check have found any fault. High driving position means it's easy to step
in and out of, and there is good visibility when driving. Review Date: 11th December, It is not a
fault that the doors lock themselves when you set off driving, it is a safety feature. I would also
add that this person has a Diesel and I have yet to drive a diesel that does not take a lot longer
to heat up than a petrol. I note your problem with the engine running roughly at times and the
revs dipping. I have a similar problem with a Rover Full diagnostics through the proper software
done in my presence noted that the stepper motor was out of parameter. This was reset, but the
fault continued after a brief period where it was OK. A replacement stepper motor was installed.
Again it worked OK for a day then developed the same fault running rough and revs hunting to
the point of stalling - especially in cold weather. Garage suggested a new ECU - but I drew the
line. I suspect a sensor on the intake side as it appears to be OK when the weather is warm. And
now the timing belt. General Comments: I drove it for Back support of the seats isn't good for
me, even with the built in extra support. Comment on this review. Actions Fix the spelling and
grammar Delete this review. Summary: Not suitable for Australian conditions Faults: Plenty.
Rear shocks went soon after purchase. It threw fan belts off. Rear top window once opened
cannot be closed. General Comments: At first you will love this car. Summary: Very nice car
with annoying quality flaws Faults: Brakes have tendency to get stuck. Very common problem
with this car apparently. General Comments: Very nice car, with good performance, well
designed interior, lots of storage space - and some really annoying minor design flaws. Handles
decently despite too soft suspension. Summary: Unreliable Faults: Transmission - gone. Very
expensive to repair. Problem with the computer. Timing belt - gone. General Comments:
Consistently unreliable. Australia is terrible for Renaults in my experience. Summary: Very good
if it was not for the engine troubles Faults: In one year, we have had problems with ignition
spools on three cylinders, not covered by warranty and expensive to replace. General
Comments: This is otherwise an all round useful family car. As I drive off, the doors lock
themselves, they have only been doing this for six months. The battery stopped working after
two years. Have had two cracks in windscreen at quite low speed. On windy days the car feels
very unstable. General Comments: Drives well for a diesel, quite nippy. Good size family car
with good interior features. Been to France twice and the car performed very well, comfortable
and efficient. Reply to this comment. Actions Fix the spelling and grammar Delete this
comment. Next Page of Reviews Write a Review. No car is perfect, of course, there are far too
many moving parts that wear out and go wrong, although the Scenic seems more reliable than
most see the Guestbook for ringing endorsements. Nevertheless, this page will build into a
catalogue of real world problems and possible solutions , discovered by other Scenic owners. I
hope you find it useful. Don't get the impression that the faults below are necessarily common.
Most have only been reported in by a couple of people, unless stated otherwise. If it's been
confirmed as something other than a one-off, it'll get printed here. Below are general problems.
Here is a dedicated page relating to the single most common fault, that of the air conditioning
fan failing. And here is another page, dedicated to the second most common complaint, that of
water ingress into the passenger compartment usually the footwells. If this site has helped you
or saved you money, then I'd really appreciate it if you helped keep it going, affraying server
and admin costs - and maybe buying me a beer or two! Or just use the button below:. It started
to get very noisy on tick over and the alternator drive belt was bouncing violently on tick over, I
researched this for some time on the internet and found conflicting results, two mainly, the first
one being a faulty belt tensioner and the other was that it was the alternator pulley. I favoured
the belt tensioner as I could not work out how a pulley could cause the level of noise I was
experiencing, so replaced the pulley and drive belt, and for good measure I changed the timing
belt and pulleys as well, but that's a whole other story and not related to this one, however, to
my horror the problem was still there. Further research revealed that the alternator pulley is no
ordinary pulley, it has a one way ratchet mechanism built into it and it is this that prevents the

backlash seen when it fails when I say failed there is no apparent or visible failure, even when
you remove the alternator, physical inspection reveals no sign of failure, the failure is seizure of
the ratchet mechanism and it is this that causes the noise and bounce in the belt. It is a bit
difficult to test the pulley, as without a new one the old one looks and feels OK, with a new
pulley fitted, you need to grip it tight and turn it as sharp as you can in both directions and you
will feel the slip in one direction, it's not easy to detect. One final thing you need to know about
is the tensioner setting, it is well advisable to replace the tensioner and pulley, as the bearing
may be worn and as with mine there may be chips broken out of the pulley due to the violent
jumping about, there are different spring tensioners fitted to the Renault, all of which need to be
pre-loaded, a new tensioner comes pre-loaded with a bracket that is removable once the
tensioner is fitted, fit the tensioner with the bolts loose, then adjust it as tight as you can by
hand and secure the bolts, then using a small gemmy bar and a piece of wood you need to put
enough pressure on the belt to release the pre-tensioning strap, once this is removed release
the drive belt and it is then at the correct tension, a quick check of this is if you twist the belt
between your finger and thumb you should only be able to twist it through 90'. Following this
my engine sounded great, unfortunately whilst doing this I had to remove the drivers side wheel
to access the side of the engine and found I needed new brake disks and pads all round, my I
wish I had bought a bus pass instead! Fraying fan belt From Lorraine Taylor: We have a scenic
1. When we purchased the car it needed a new engine as the cambelt had sheared. Having put a
replacement engine in the car, we noticed that the fan belt was beginning to fray and was trying
to ride off the pulleys, only a week or so after we had completed the work on it. This we think
was the cause of the cam belt failure as it had only recently been changed on the previous
engine. Having inspected the the old engine we realised that the old fan belt was only half its
original width and was badly frayed and the cambelt inner cover had been worn away over a
period of time. This was caused by the spring tensioner doing up the belt too tight and the belt
vibrating at certain engine speeds due to the spring. The solution was to make an aluminium
bracket out of a flat bar to allow the fan belt to be set to a fixed tension. The problems seems to
be solved and the fan belt is no longer fraying or vibrating. Auxilliary belt jumps sideways From
Andy Britton: I had this problem with even though the belt was not that old. Replaced belt still
doing the same. Stripped out belt tensioner, the self lubricating bearings were dirty and binding.
Cleaned bearings and shaft with solvent, lubricated with a small amount of silicone grease.
Problem solved. Basically the bearings had built up with a kind of varnish and were slowing the
tensioner arm when the belt jumped, i. Slow, no power, glow plug light permanently lit all
diesels From Dave Mears: I've just bought a Scenic 1. I turned out it was the ERV valve - this
had broken, one repaired valve later and the car runs as good as new. Starting problems From
Tony Brown: Twice now my Scenic has been a pain to start, especially if by accident you press
the accelerator pedal before starting it. It is bolted to the engine by two bolts and is easily
removed for a clean up - I used a wire brush, a rag soaked in WD40 and rebolted it back in and
the problem went away. It took 12 months to return but a repeat clean up sorted the problem
again. See also here on the Renault Forums. From Darren Aldrich: Sometimes my Scenic will
start first turn of key and other times it can take up to 8 turns of the key. Solution was having
the ECU replaced. I only found this out after visiting my Renault dealer for them to examine my
engine which was making a whistling noise which rose and fell in line with the engine speed
sounded a bit like the interference you used to get on car radios which didn't have suppression.
Renault thought it might be the power steering pump bearing or alternator bearings failing and
suggested I took off the alternator belt and spin the pulleys on the aforementioned to determine
which was the problem. I then accidently chipped the alternator tensioner pulley belt wheel
meaning I had to order new ones from Renault. I took the tensioner pulley wheels off so I had
them with me to take to Renault and noticed that when you spun the tensioner pulley wheel it
made a noise like an old roller skate wheel!. This must have been the cause of the whistling
noise. The power steering pump and alternator pulleys spun cleanly without noise so
presumably are ok. Owners should be very wary of belt, tensioner or pulley failure due to the
potential disasterous consequences. Owners should check for signs of wear and cracking,
especially across the grooves which run longitudinally, signs of fraying and if there are any
noises eminating from the belt area get them checked out. In addition Renault advised me that
pulleys on certain alternators fail and can become undone or shear causing similar failures. I
also understand that the crankshaft pulleys on certain engines are made in two halfs with a
rubber insert and that they can fail too. My problem turned out to be a relatively cheap fix
compared with the cost of replacing the engine. The kit contains the sprung tensioner unit and
pulley wheel, the idler pulley wheel and a Renault alternator belt. The parts chap who served me
couldn't explain why but knew of many similar strange pricing policies on Renault Parts! Not
sure if you are interested in the steps required to replace the tensioner, pulleys and belt but

Firstly if your belt is still on the car, make a drawing to record the route the belt takes around
the various pulleys. After you remove the belt I cut through mine but be careful as the tensioner
will spring back at speed - keep your hands clear you can remove the old pulley wheels using a
13mm spanner on the bolts that pass through them - it is difficult to get a socket in as they sit
tight against the chassis leg. The tensioner pulley unit itself is held on by two more 13mm bolts.
Again it is hard to get a socket in to remove them and I took off the inner plastic wing liner to
get better access - it is fastened by three plastic push fasterners and 2 screws into the outer
wing lip. You can then just about undo the 2x 13mm bolts which hold the tensioner unit to the
engine and it simply drops down. You have to be really careful when refitting the new tensioner
unit as it is pre-sprung to allow you to refit the new belt over the pulleys. It has a pin inserted to
keep the spring under tension and if it gets knocked it can come loose and give you one hell of
a crack whilst you refit it. Tighten it up carefully avoiding hitting the pin. Refit the new idler
pulley wheel againt being careful not to hit the pin on the tensioner unit. You can now fit the
new belt, which has longtitudinal grooves which line up with the grooves in the pulleys the idler
and tensioner pulley are plastic and not grooved. Make sure the belt is perfectly lined up on the
pulleys and not overhanging the side. I managed to refit the belt on my own but it would be
easier with someone to help you. Watch you don't catch your hand or finger in the belt or
pulleys ouch. With some dexterity you can relieve the pressure from the spring in the tension
using a 13mm spanner turning it clockwise whilst at the same time pulling the pin out using
pliars - watch your hand as the pulley wheel bangs down hard under the tension of the spring.
Check the belt is cleanly on the grooves and that it is under pressure fro the tensioner. Double
check that all the bolts are tight and give the engine a quick turnover. If everything is ok then
refit the inner wing and take it for a test drive. Tools used - big screwdriver, 13mm ring and open
spanners, 13mm socket and slim drive ratchet and pliers. The whistling noise on my Scenic is
no more. Time taken - about 45 mins to strip down everything ready to fit the new parts and
approx 45 minutes to refit everything. Poor power on acceleration all turbocharged diesels?
From Mike Sullivan: I'm experiencing loss of engine power with the 1. My glo-plug heater light
comes on and stays on now and there is a complete lack of power from the engine, it just wo'nt
pull. There is no over heating of the engine, and the exhaust emissions appear to be fine. This
has just happened suddenly. After much time spent checking out the engine timing, exhaust
system, fuel system and gving the engine a flush out with fuel and oil treatments, I put the car
onto a diagnostic test system, this revealed several faults in the electrics various codes but
they all pointed to the turbocharger. Turns out the turbo is defective. A costly repair with what
Renault are asking for the turbo and the garage to fit it as I don't have the facilities to do this
job. Turbo seal trouble all dTi models Two owners wrote in about this: "there are 1 of 2 possible
turbos you may have on your vehicle: a ''kkk'' or ''garret''. The latter being the best turbo and it's
important to change your oil every miles. I think you should give people fair warning that there
is a possible design fault. Engine oil flows through the turbo to lubricate it, the turbo is there to
pump air at pressure into the inlet manifold, and a seal inside prevents the oil from leaking into
the air inlet. If this seal leaks, oil is allowed to flow into the engine combustion chamber, then
we have a problem because a diesel engine will run fast on oil, because its like giving a child
chocolate - they love it. Constant oil monitoring and listening to the turbo is needed. Thanks for
your time". Jerky transmission from standing start all models This is caused by a leak in the
transmission oil system and is especially noticeable when the engine is cold lower oil pressure.
Key no longer turns off car immobliser , RT As an alternative to buying a new key, from Jamie
Ford: I have found a solution, It can be used all the time but does take a few moments to perfect.
What the owner needs to do is find out the 4 Digit code for the immobiliser from the dealer. They
usually complain and say this number does not exist but it does. When you have the number,
you turn on the ignition. The red light on the dash should flash rapidly, press in the lock button
on the dash and the light should slow down. You need to count the number of flashes to
correspond with the first digit of the code, then release the button pressing it in again for the
second number and so on. When all numbers have been entered in this way the button should
be released and the light will stay illuminated for about 10 seconds - when the light goes out the
immobiliser is turned off and you can start the car It sounds a little long winded but when you
get the hang of it it takes about 30 sec to complete and saves the owner about quid on a new
key Loose front air dam moulding Original Scenics had a stapled-on! It's not unknown for these
to start falling off, but don't worry, they're not really needed. If it starts coming away, just lever it
off completely and throw it away. Car performance and economy isn't significantly impaired.
Water leak from the engine From Alan Graystone: "I have tracked it down to where the bottom
hose metal part goes into the pump housing. Managed to fix the water leak myself. There is an
o-ring around the pipe where it goes into the block. Single screw holds the pipe, and it pulls out.
The o-ring was worn away around half of the circumferance. Fitted a new one and no more

leaks. Rough engine sound, lower power , petrol models only Many owners find that one or
more of the ignition coils fail. If this does happen, it's definitely worth having them all replaced,
to avoid them failing one by one. Typical symptoms are "misfiring, smelling hot and losing
power at times Complain to Renault about these - apparently they acknowledge that it's a
design fault and they fit a newly designed replacement part free of charge. Or get a Diesel
model, like me Water in the body cavities After heavy rain, water does tend to collect in small
pockets at the top of the engine bay, underneath the windscreen and then you can hear it
sloshing around on cornering for a mile or two until it's all found a way out to the ground.
Annoying, but don't worry about it. Water in side sills just models? Should you ever hear a
swooshing! The cure is to remove one of the rubber plugs on the sill underside, to let the water
out. It's not entirely clear how the water gets in there in the first place, but leaving the plug out
certainly makes sure it doesn't hang around and cause rust problems. Brake discs going rusty
all models To be fair, this probably applies to all cars to some extent, but the Scenic doesn't like
being left to stand, unused as if! If you're not going to use it regularly, at least give 10 miles
every week, using the brakes a lot to try and keep rust from developing on the discs. Electric
window fails on the driver's door ? The regulator for this window has been known to fail. Pool of
water under engine on hot days models with air-con This isn't unique to Scenics but is worth
noting. On very hot days, significant condensation builds up on the air conditioning
compressor unit. Once parked, you'll find water dripping down onto the road. It's water from the
air though, don't worry, your Scenic isn't losing fluid! Alternator belt keeps jumping pulley One
owner with a 1. One day whilst buying yet another belt, he asked a Renault mechanic about it
and he remembered something about it on an internal memo - it turns out there was a modified
alternator pulley that solves the problem. Have to lock the car, unlock it again before it will start
You haven't been reading your manual properly. This is a design security feature. You have to
switch on the ignition within 30 seconds of unlocking the car. If it takes you longer than this to
settle the children, etc, why not put the key in the ignition and turn it on without actually starting
up? Then, a few minutes later when you're ready, just advance the key and start up for real.
Corroded wiper linkage From Robert West: Wipers This then corrodes and falls off. This has
been corrected in the new linkage by a bellow cover to keep the water off. You can no longer
buy the plastic fittings, the whole linkage must be replaced. Advice: if you don't have the extra
bellow cover modification, grease up the linkage before it falls off. Broken driver's door electric
window mechanism all models From Paul Swift: "I am now on my second V model Sport Alize
first was written off - tail-ended by a seater and have experienced the same fault with both. We
also have a friend with one of the earliest of the new model to date who now has the same fault,
so it doesn't look as though the new ones are any better. In each case the nylon plastic wire
guide at the top of the driver's door window slider broke away from the metal part of the slider.
This then de-tensioned the cable causing it to wind itself messily round the motor spiral. In the
short-term, a quick solution was the usual block of wood once the entire mechanism was
removed from the door, but for a longer-term answer Solutions: 1. You can't just get the plastic
guide bit! You could try to get a window mechanism from a scrappy, though Scenics seem
pretty rare. Left to cure for a day and the bond is pretty strong. Make sure you glue it to the side
away from where the glass attaches and that the bolt comes through from the glass side. The
winder motor then needs to be removed from its housing 3x star drive bolts and the cable runs
tidied. Each cable attaches to opposite sides of the spiral and runs from there via the top and
bottom wire guides on the slider and into the sliding centre block. Wind each cable around the
spiral towards the other one until there's just one empty groove. Reassemble motor and spiral
into housing. There's a tensioning mechanism on the housing at each side of the spiral which
will allow you to 'stretch' the cable over the last guide. You should by this point have a motor
with two cables running to the slider block in from opposite ends of the slider track all nicely
tensioned and with the slider in the middle of the slider track and the empty groove in the
middle of the spiral. Back to the door panel and plug in the motor power cable. Test that you've
put the cables right way round i. I've made this mistake once and failed to test before
reassembling the door! Reattach the motor and slide to the door after removing your temporary
block of wood. Getting the top end into position is a bit fiddly but not too bad. Slide the window
down until it reaches the slider and pop it over the lug. Put the lock clip back into place on the
other side of the glass. Reattach the door panel ensuring you have a passed the opening
mechanism through the appropriate hole, b reconnected the window motor connector, c
reconnected the electric mirrors connector I've forgotten to do this once too! Reattach the
speaker and clip the cover back into place and you're done. Run the window up and down
through its full range to ensure the electrickery knows where the top and bottom are and to
ensure it's running freely on the spiral. Total time taken - about 30 minutes to get the
mechanism out of the door, about 1 hour messing with bolts and plates and liquid metal, 24

hours curing then about 2 hours messing with the cables and spiral before reattaching to the
door - another 30 minutes. Dashboard dims, blinks and then goes blank From Leslie: I have a 04
Renault Megane with miles on it. With a longer warranty also! If you've also been messed about
by Renault over your faulty dashboard, then give these guys a call: direct line to 'Ian' Told him
how I'd been treated by Renault and got his permission to give out his personal number. He
said they can usually have dashboards for Megane or Scenics back with the customer within
48Hrs after receiving them. They were very helpful, I even got to speak to the engineer who
actually repaired my instrument cluster He gave me instructions on how to remove my
instrument panel from the dash, took me around 10 minutes and about 15 to refit it. Renault said
they would be charging me 2hrs labour for this. Electric windows go up and down in fits and
starts, seem to have a life of their own, limited movement This is usually down to a loss of
calibration of the electronics and is common after a e. The fix is to run each window up to the
top eventually and then press and hold the 'up' control for 10s or so i. This resets the
knowledge of where the window is and it should then behave. Note that this has to be done for
each window individually. Renault Scenic Problems No car is perfect, of course, there are far
too many moving parts that wear out and go wrong, although the Scenic seems more reliable
than most see the Guestbook for ringing endorsements. Or just use the button below: In no
particular order Thanks for your time" Jerky transmission from standing start all models This is
caused by a leak in the transmission oil system and is especially noticeable when the engine is
cold lower oil pressure. Or get a Diesel model, like me 8- Water in the body cavities After heavy
rain, water does tend to collect in small pockets at the top of the engine bay, underneath the
windscreen and then you can hear it sloshing around on cornering for a mile or two until it's all
found a way out to the ground. More problems here soon Quick Links. Table of Contents.
Automobile Renault Sandero Handbook pages. Your comfort Practical advice Technical
specifications Alphabetical index Page 6 Section 1: Getting to know your car Keys - Remote
control If there is a child or animal in the car, never leave it unattended with the key in the
ignition. Light 2 will come environment: therefore take care on. Page 10 Do not dump your used
If this procedure is not successful, two years. Front: Use the key to unlock one of inside. In the
event of an electrical failure, the doors can be locked manually. Front: Using the key. Electric
central locking Rear: With the door open, turn the This allows all four doors, the screw 2 using a
tool such as a flat tailgate and fuel filler flap to be screwdriver and close the door Page 14
However, if they are closed correctly, consult Note: If a rear door is opened, this If you decide to
keep the your Renault Dealer. Page Engine Immobiliser You can then start the vehicle. If you do
not have the engine. To do this, move front section C of To remove the headrest the headrest
forwards or backwards until it feels comfortable. Press tabs 1 on the head restraint guides and
lower the head restraint To remove it: completely. Press tab 1 on the head restraint When the
head restraint is lowered guides. To move forwards or backwards: To raise or lower the seat
cushion: So that the effectiveness Lift lever 2 to unlock the seat. Move lever 4. An indicator light
will light up on the instrument panel. This is essential to the particular country you are in. To
release Press button 5 on catch 6 and the seat belt will be returned by the Adjusting the front
seat belt To fasten inertia reel. It must pass through belt guide 1. Rear seat functions Refer to
section 3. Lock black buckle 9 into black Lock remaining sliding buckle 10 catch 8. Consult your
Renault Dealer for special applications e. Driver and passenger airbag It is fitted to the front
seats, driver and passenger side. The airbag soon as possible. Your protection then deflates
immediately so that the If you sit with your arms slightly bent see the information on Adjusting
your driving position in Section 1 , it will ensure that there is sufficient space for the airbag to
inflate properly and to be fully effective. The use of any covers other than those designed for
your vehicle and including those designed for another vehicle may affect the operation of the
airbags and reduce your protection. Page 32 U : seat suitable for fitting a belt-fitted child seat
classed as universal for this age range, check that it can be fitted. Page 33 CHILD SAFETY
continued Age of the child Utility version weight of the child Front passenger seat Birth to
approximately 9 months X 2 weight below 13 kg 9 months to 3 years approximately weight from
9 to 18 kg 3 to 12 years approximately 1 weight from 15 kg to 36 kg X : seat not suitable for
fitting a child seat for this age range. Place the headrest in the top position to allow you to press
the seatback of the child seat firmly The child may suffer very serious injuries if the airbag
inflates. Label 4 on the dashboard and label 5 on the sun visor remind you of these instructions.
Page 46 Restraint system in addition to serious unless Dipped beam headlight the front seat
belt, and consult warning light comes on. Rear fog light indicator 5 Speedometer km or miles
per Windscreen demisting light hour. If these warning lights come on, you must stop as soon as
traffic conditions allow. Page Instrument Panel If it lights up or remains lit, fill driving, but
consult your drop. Page 52 2. Consult indicates that the electrical your Renault Dealer as soon
circuit overcharged as possible. Stop and have the circuit checked. Not used 1. Page 55 Display

flashing Therefore, if the average fuel consumption decreases, the range Consult a Renault
Dealer if the will increase. Keep the multifunction button pressed: the two dots in the middle will
flash for 3 seconds and then the hours will scroll through. The minutes scroll through the same
way when the same button is pressed briefly. When driving at With the ignition on, turn knob 1:
night, to avoid being dazzled by the - Position C to adjust the left-hand headlights of the vehicle
behind, door mirror The door mirror on the lower the small lever 2 located Adjustment Raise
lever 1 and place the steering wheel in the desired position; lower the lever to lock the steering
wheel. Never leave the steering wheel on full lock when the vehicle is parked as this could
damage the power assisted steering pump. Move stalk 3 parallel to the steering wheel boss A.
Side lights Headlight main beam Turn the end of stalk 1 With stalk 1 in the dipped Front fog
lights Rear fog light Move the central ring of Move the central ring 4 stalk 4 to align with mark 5
opposite of the stalk to align with mark Close the dashboard air outlets for There are two ways
of switching it greater efficiency. In frosty weather, make sure the wiper blades are not stuck by
ice risk of motor overheating. Keep an eye on the condition of the blades. Page Fuel Tank
Usebal capacity of fuel tank: new cap is the same type. Consult your Renault Dealer. There is a
cap holder 1 on the filler Never place the cap near a source flap for holding the cap when filling
of heat or flame. Refer to Section 6 for information on engine specifications. Make sure that
Page 70 Any operation on or modification to the fuel supply system computers, wiring, fuel
circuit, injector, protective covers Page 71 1. Turn the key to the Start position without
depressing the accelerator. Refer to section 2 for information on the automatic gearbox. Page
78 Have your vehicle checked and engine. Consult your Renault correctly, drive sensibly. Tyre
pressures should be adjusted when the tyres are cold If tyre pressures cannot be checked when
the tyres are cold, assume an increase of 0. Never deflate a hot tyre. Operating principle Each
wheel except the emergency The driver is constantly informed of Page 83 Fitting tyres replacing
tyres or fitting winter tyres As there are special precautions to be taken when replacing tyres,
we advise you to consult your Renault Non-interchangeability To mark the correct position of
the Dealer. Page 84 B inform you of warning lights: possible faults deflated tyre, Consult your
Renault Dealer to find punctured tyre, system out of out about accessories compatible service,
etc. Page Pax System the driver must always be It is essential to consult a Renault aware of
sudden incidents which Dealer before converting a vehicle may occur when driving. Page 87
PAX SYSTEM continued Flat running alarm Display After the flat running alarm sounds, When a
puncture is detected, the and the warning lights: if your vehicle is fitted with it, following
warning lights flash: check electronic stability program SERV 6 on the instrument panel and
ESP 1 is switched on for better 2 on the instrument panel, driving control. Page 88 The tyre
must be repaired by a If you have an emergency spare If a pressure sensor is damaged you
Renault Dealer before it reaches the wheel available. After This function additional aid in the
event of critical driving conditions to allow the behaviour of the vehicle to Page 90 3 light up.
Correct this as soon as possible by This action also deactivates the Consult your Renault
Dealer. Page 92 3 light up. It is Correct this as soon as possible by possible to deactivate the
function pressing switch 2 again. Page 94 Contact your the effort applied to the brake Renault
Dealer as a matter of pedal. In an emergency, apply urgency. Operating principle The system
detects an emergency braking situation by means of a sensor which measures the speed with
which the brake pedal is depressed. Only engage D or R when the vehicle is stationary, with
your foot on the brake and the accelerator pedal released. Driving With the gear lever in position
P or N, switch on the ignition. In the majority of because of the road surface and traffic
conditions, you will not have the number of bends, we would to touch your gear lever again:
gear advise you to move the selector to changing Page 98 When the vehicle is stationary,
driving, it may indicate a keeping your foot on the brake fault. Consult your Renault Dealer
pedal, move the lever to position P as soon as possible. Page 99 2. Position The air flow is
distributed between all the vents, the front side window demisting vents, the windscreen
demisting vents and the footwells. The ventilation fan determines the amount of inlet air. B
Distribution of air To the right: Maximum possible C Switching on the air conditioning
temperature. D Air conditioning operation To the left: Minimum possible indicator light
temperature. All the air is directed to the windscreen and front side window demisting vents.
Heating ventilation therefore identical to that of a vehicle without air conditioning. In very hot
weather or when the When the air conditioning system is vehicle has been parked in the sun,
The vehicle speed has a slight effect on this. The operating Position: Maximum under extreme
operating indicator light integrated in the temperature comfortable conditions button comes on.
Operation of the automatic mode continued To reach and maintain the chosen The figure on the
display 3 is a temperature setting in automatic temperature setting. Button 10 The air flow is
mainly distributed to the dashboard vents. Personalised operation The automatic mode is
switched off Selection flow by pressing one of the following distribution Personalised operation

allows a The automatic mode is switched off by pressing either button 4 or button 7. When the
outside temperature is less than approx. The indicator light in button 6 goes out after a few
minutes. No information is external surroundings. The system is Press button 1 or 5 to return to
switched off. Page Operating faults Generally, if you notice a decrease in performance of the
de-icing, demisting or air conditioning functions, it may be that the particle filter, for those
vehicles which are fitted with it, is clogged; consult your RENAULT Dealer. Adjust map reading
light 7 as you wish. To open, lift cover 3. With the engine running, press switch 1 briefly to raise
or lower the window completely. Pressing switch 1 during this operation will stop the window
moving. With the ignition on, press switch 4 With the ignition on, press switch 7 or 5. Child
safety Switch 6 overrides the operation of the rear windows. Never leave the vehicle unattended
with the key in the ignition if there is a child or a pet in the vehicle. An area around the interior
rear- view mirror is suitable for affixing passes to the windscreen e. To tilt the sunroof: To close
the sunroof: Pull screen 1 back. Lower handle 2 and rotate it Lower handle 2 and pull the lever
through a quarter of a turn and push towards you. Release switch 2 then find out about possible
adaptations; press it again until the sunroof is - check that the sunroof is properly All tilting and
sliding opening open to the required amount. Then lower seat until approximately inches 10
centimetres from the floor and release it. The seat will position itself automatically under its own
weight. Depending on the To open, lift the cover. This version, inside the compartment
compartment is ventilated and there are two glass holders and a cooled by the air conditioning
spectacles holder. Press on the two recesses 16 and Technical Department, where the remove
the flap. To for the storage of various accessories open these doors, press them at the petrol
cans, tool kits, etc. Driving with the rear The tailgate is locked and unlocked When the tailgate
has been lowered window open may be at the same time as the doors. To remove shelf B, press
the two tabs 1 and take out the shelf. Always put the heaviest items directly onto the floor.
These flaps cover the Press cover 1 and then slide it in the mounting points for the roof rack
direction of arrows 2 which are bars. Page Maintenance Section 4: Maintenance Bonnet To
unlock, lift catch 2. Take care when working in the engine compartment as the engine cooling
fan may cut in at any moment without warning. Page Renault network. Lift the bonnet, release
stay 4 from To close the bonnet, refit stay 4 in its its holder 3 and, for your own safety, Page
Engine Oil Level 2. However, consult your Renault Dealer if more than 0. Reading the level using
the dipstick - Take out the dipstick. Page Oil filter included. The oil filter should be replaced
Consult your Renault Dealer at periodically: consult the Servicing once if you notice an
abnormal or booklet for your vehicle. Page The correct level when cold should be visible
between the Min. Power assisted steering pump The appearance and position of the reservoir
depends on the version and equipment level of the vehicle. Page Very severe damage is likely to
be caused to the engine if it runs out of coolant. This coolant will provide: - antifreeze
protection; - anti-corrosion protection of the cooling system. Replacement frequency Refer to
the Servicing booklet for your vehicle. Brake fluid level This should be checked frequently, Jets
Jets Tilt each small sphere with a pin to Filter component replacement frequency: see the
Servicing booklet for your vehicle. Page Bodywork Maintenance - Atmospheric pollution
built-up spraying products and industrial areas. Department this could particularly in hot
weather. Technical Department. Page 4. Refer to the tyre pressure monitor information in
section 2. Wheelbrace 1 Hubcap spanner 3 This is used to unclip the wheel hubcaps. To refit it,
align the valve symbol To refit it, align recess 3 with the engraved on the wheeltrim with Use a
piece of wood under the base plate if on soft ground. Page Tyres Tyre Safety, Wheels, Winter
Use When fitting tyres to the car, they should either be identical to those originally fitted or
conform to those recommended by your Renault Dealer. Page TYRES continued Tyre pressures
Fitting new tyres Tyre pressures should be checked Tyre pressures must be adhered to when
the tyres are cold; ignore including the spare wheel. Tyre higher pressures which may be
pressures must be checked at least For safety reasons, this reached in hot weather or following
once a month and always before a Page If you wish to use snow chains, you must use special
equipment. In all cases, we would recommend that you consult your RENAULT Dealer who will
be able to advise you on the choice of equipment which is most suitable for your vehicle. If this
is not sufficient, use a soft cloth or cotton wool dampened with soapy water then rinse using a
soft cloth or cotton wool. Page If you wish to fit fog lights or long range headlights to your car,
consult a Renault Dealer. Pear-shaped bulb, bayonet type one then the cover 1. Unclip the light
by inserting a tool Remove the light from the outside. Unclip side-mounted indicator 3 using a
tool such as a flat Remove the light cover to gain screwdriver. Turn the bulb holder a quarter of
a Bulb type: Double-ended tubular turn and remove the bulb. Bulb type: W 7W. Bulb type: W 5W.
Bulb type 9 : W5W. Bulb type 10 : C7W. Page Fuses risk of fire in the event of an item of A wise
precaution: equipment using an excessive amount of current. Page Battery Start the engine as
you would Obtain suitable jump leads with a normally. As soon as it starts, large cross section

from a Renault disconnect cables A and B in the Dealer or, if you already have jump reverse
order Make sure the blade is correctly locked in position. Consult your Renault that the
maximum speed is Dealer. Page TOWING breakdown , continued Towing a vehicle with
automatic transmission: features Engine switched off: the transmission is no longer lubricated.
It is preferable to tow this type of vehicle on a trailer or tow it with the front wheels off the
ground. In exceptional circumstances, you can tow it with all 4 wheels on the ground using the
towing point over It is advisable to keep these instructions with your The following advice will
enable you to get going again quickly, albeit temporarily. For reasons of safety you should
always consult a Renault Dealer as soon as you can. Page If the vehicle will not start, do not
keep trying to start it. Page - when cornering or braking. Oil level too low. Top up the oil. Stop:
call Radiator Never fill a hot radiator with cold coolant if a considerable quantity has been lost.
After any operation on the vehicle which has involved even partial draining of the cooling
system, it must be refilled with a new mixture prepared in the correct proportions. Page
Reconnect wire. Find earth wire and remake a good clean wire-to-earth connection. On both
sides: - Fuse blown. Replace fuse. Replace bulb. See above. Both: - If the circuit is fused: Check
fuse and change if necessary. Engine plate or engine label B 1 Engine type 2 Engine suffix 3
Engine number 1. For vehicles with roof bars, add 7. Fitting spark plugs which are not to
specification may damage the engine. Versions 1. Page - It is important to comply with the
towing weights, governed by local legislation in each country and, in particular laid down in the
Road Traffic Regulations. Consult your Renault Dealer about any attachments. Page If you
always fit Renault genuine parts to your vehicle, you will ensure that it performs well. Repairs
carried out by the Renault network using original parts are guaranteed for one year. Print page 1
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